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Key Points:

• In his recent interaction, President Xi Jinping pressed Prime Minister Shahbaz to “accelerate” the construction of 
necessary infrastructure in Gwadar port, indicating dismay from both the development and security perspectives. 

• Though politico-bureaucratic delays and lack of inter-provincial coordination have generated lags in the progress 
of CPEC, worsening security is another important contributing factor.

• While the CPC harbours legitimate concerns about threats to CPEC and Chinese citizens, data shows the magnitude 
is grossly exaggerated. 

• After the selection of Shahbaz Sharif as Prime Minister by the PDM coalition and a deadly female suicide bombing 
that killed a further three Chinese residents, Beijing doubled down hard and vowed not just to "safeguard" but 
"counter" threats to Chinese assets and interests with Pakistan's assistance.

• Likewise, Chinese diplomatic and security authorities pushed overt engagement with multiple stakeholders in 
Pakistan. 

• Beijing will not hesitate to help Islamabad out of a financial abyss, but it needs to see a sustained political-security 
framework of engagement.
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On the invitation of Chinese Premier Li 
Keqiang, Pakistan’s Prime Minister, 
Shahbaz Sharif, paid his first visit to China 
in November 2022, ostensibly for the 

purpose of “revitalising” the China-Pakistan Economic 
Corridor (CPEC).1 The latter assumed premiership half 
a year prior and subsequently visited Saudi Arabia at 
the invitation of Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman 
bin Abdul-Aziz. It was reasonably proffered that he 
would proceed to China, as done previously by leaders 

1  “‘CPEC revitalisation’ in focus as PM Shehbaz reaches China on 
maiden visit,” Dawn, November 1, 2022, https://www.dawn.com/
news/1718151.

of newly formed federal governments in Pakistan.2

The planned trip never materialised; some argue it was 
because of the strict policy of the Communist Party 
of China (CPC) regarding the protection of leadership 
during COVID-19. Nonetheless, to make up, Shahbaz 
requested Li for a telephone call (May 2022), which 
was accepted. Per a statement released by the CPC 
government, Li said that China was “shocked and 
outraged  by a suicide attack in Karachi (April 2022) 
which led to the deaths of five people, including three 
Chinese citizens. 3 A spokesperson of the Chinese 
Foreign Ministry issued scathing remarks “demanding” 
Pakistan to thoroughly investigate the incident and 
2  Kamran Yousaf, “PM Shehbaz may finally meet President Xi,” 
The Express Tribune, August 17, 2022, https://tribune.com.pk/
story/2371600/pm-shehbaz-may-finally-meet-president-xi. 
3  “Li Keqiang Speaks with Pakistani Prime Minister Shahbaz 
Sharif on the Phone,” Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s 
Republic of China, May 16, 2022, https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/eng/
topics_665678/kjgzbdfyyq/202205/t20220516_10686660.html. 
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“handle properly the follow-up matters”.4

Eventually, Shahbaz managed to engage senior Chinese 
leadership, President Xi Jinping, but only on the sidelines 
of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation Heads of State 
Council summit in Uzbekistan (September 2022). It was 
rather a brief interaction and not a proper occasion 
for discussion on issues of mutual bilateral interest. Xi 
brought up the issue of slow progress on CPEC projects 
while also hoping that Pakistan “will provide solid 
protection” to its citizens and institutions.5

Security of CPEC and Protection of 
Chinese Citizens

Though politico-bureaucratic delays and lack of inter-
provincial coordination have generated lags in the 
progress of CPEC, worsening security is another 
important factor.6 It is only logical for China to be 
apprehensive since a safe and secure environment is 
imperative for mutual economic dividends. There is also 
the speculation that China might consider hiring more 
private Chinese security companies staffed with People’s 
Liberation Army (PLA) and People’s Armed Police (PAP) 
veterans to protect interests overseas.7

Since its inception during the last days of the Pakistan 
People’s Party (PPP) government (February 2013)8 and 
affirmation (May 2013), CPEC has proceeded at a rather 
snail’s pace and borne the brunt of persistent negative 
propaganda in the larger ambit of the Belt and Road 
Initiative (BRI). In fact, the foundation of CPEC was laid 
by handing over control of Gwadar deep-sea port to state-
owned China Overseas Port Holding Company (COPHC) 
from the Port of Singapore Authority.9 This land-sea link 
4  “Foreign Ministry Spokesperson’s Remarks on the Terrorist Attack 
on a Van of the Confucius Institute at the University of Karachi,” 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China, April 
27, 2022, https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/xwfw_665399/
s2510_665401/2535_665405/202204/t20220427_10674272.
html.
5  “President Xi Jinping Meets Pakistani Prime Minister Muhammad 
Shehbaz Sharif,” Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic 
of China, September 16, 2022, https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_
eng/zxxx_662805/202209/t20220916_10767003.html. 
6  Adnan Aamir, “Pakistan PM Sharif’s China trip brings ‘more 
words, little action’,” Nikkei Asia, November 4, 2022, https://asia.
nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/Pakistan-PM-Sharif-s-
China-trip-brings-more-words-little-action. 
7  Kandy Wong, “China’s private security firms to shield against 
‘terrorist sabotage’ as Xi Jinping looks to protect overseas assets,” 
South China Morning Post, October 28, 2022, https://www.scmp.
com/economy/china-economy/article/3197577/chinas-private-
security-firms-shield-against-terrorist-sabotage-xi-jinping-looks-
protect-overseas. 
8  Syed Irfan Raza, “China given contract to operate Gwadar port,” 
Dawn, February 18, 2013, https://www.dawn.com/news/786992/
china-given-contract-to-operate-gwadar-port. 
9  “Development of Gwadar Free Zone: Special Report on CPEC 
Projects (Transportation Infrastructure: Part 4),” Embassy of the 
People’s Republic of China in the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, 
October 1, 2018,  http://pk.china-embassy.gov.cn/eng/zbgx/
CPEC/201901/t20190104_1270102.htm. 

in the Indian Ocean is what holds geostrategic value and 
geo-economic potential for Pakistan in the eyes of the 
CPC leadership.10 Therefore, in his recent interaction, 
Xi pressed Shahbaz to “accelerate” the construction of 
necessary infrastructure in Gwadar port,11 indicating 
dismay from both the development and security 
perspectives.

Data versus Hype

While the CPC harbours legitimate concerns about 
threats to CPEC and Chinese citizens, data shows the 
magnitude is grossly exaggerated (Figure 1). 

India’s mainstream media and the security establishment, 
in particular, have engaged in a persistent, high-tempo 
onslaught of coordinated disinformation and negative 
propaganda to discredit CPEC by portraying it as a 
“high-risk” project for China while glorifying terrorists 
who perpetrated them.

11 targeted attacks have been carried out on CPEC 
projects and/or Chinese citizens since 2015, beginning 
four months after Xi’s visit to sign agreements during 
the premiership of Shahbaz’s elder brother, Nawaz 
Sharif (April).12 The first incident of Chinese casualties 
occurred in May 2017 during the PML-N government, 
when a couple was reportedly abducted and then later 
executed in Balochistan by the Islamic State of Iraq 
and Syria (ISIS) following a botched rescue attempt 
by Pakistani military commandos. The incident led to 
the closure of Chinese citizens’ free movement in the 
province. 13 Incidents peaked in 2021 (three), leading 
to another batch of Chinese casualties during the PTI 
government, followed by a sharp decline in 2022. It is 
also noteworthy that three Chinese casualties happened 
again in the incumbent coalition government of the 
Pakistan Democratic Movement or PDM led by PML-N. 

By the end of October 2022, no less than 38 Pakistani 
citizens, including security forces personnel, lost their 
lives in these attacks, with 14 casualties on the Chinese 
side. The year 2020 is an anomaly, likely because of the 

10  “Li Keqiang: China-Pakistan ties ‘unbreakable’, economic 
corridor planned,” gbtimes, May 23, 2013, https://web.archive.
org/web/20140312032536/http:/gbtimes.com/china/li-keqiang-
china-pakistan-ties-unbreakable-economic-corridor-planned. 
11  “In meeting with PM Shehbaz, China’s Xi says will support 
Pakistan in stabilising its financial situation,” Dawn, November 2, 
2022, https://www.dawn.com/news/1718414.
12  “Xi Jinping Holds Talks with Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif of 
Pakistan, and Both Sides Decide to Upgrade China-Pakistan Relations 
to All-weather Strategic Partnership of Cooperation,” Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China, April 21, 2015, 
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/topics_665678/2015zt/
xjpdbjstjxgsfwbfydnxycxyfldrhyhwlhy60znjnhd/201504/
t20150422_704879.html.
13  Adnan Aamir, “ISIS Threatens China-Pakistan Economic Corridor,” 
China US Focus, August 17, 2018, https://www.chinausfocus.com/
peace-security/isis-threatens-china-pakistan-economic-corridor. 
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widespread outbreak of COVID-19 that halted major 
projects and disrupted public life across the world, 
including in Pakistan.

Geographic Dispersion of Targeted 
Attacks

Geographic visualisation of these incidents shows 
targeted attacks occurred mostly along Pakistan’s 
western border with Afghanistan and Iran; only one 
incident occurred in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP), usually 
stereotyped as a “hotbed” of militancy, while no attacks 
occurred in Punjab (Figure 2). 

Markings in Red represent locations of single incidents, 
whereas markings in Purple show sites of multiple 
incidents:

Gwadar (Balochistan) and Karachi (Sindh), where 
multiple targeted attacks occurred, are both port cities 
along the Makran coast that run into Iran. This further 
indicates that heightened coastal and maritime security 
is necessary for the fruition of Pakistan’s geo-economic 
ventures. China has already provided vessels for the 
coastal security of CPEC14 and is a key player in the 

14  “China gives Pakistan two ships for security of CPEC sea route,” 
The Times of India, January 15, 2017, https://timesofindia.
indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/china-gives-pakistan-two-ships-
for-security-of-cpec-sea-route/articleshow/56558924.cms.

country’s naval modernisation.15

To be fair, the CPC is not only focused on the security of 
the Makran coastline in Pakistani territory but also on 
Iran. The establishment of a Chinese consulate in Bandar 
Abbas and commercial investments along the coast 
increase China’s strategic foothold for land-sea trade 
from the Western Indian Ocean onto the hinterlands 
toward Europe.16

The data further informs us that from security, and 
not necessarily development perspective, provincial 
governments in Balochistan and Sindh have made lesser 
concerted efforts for the protection of Chinese assets. At 
the same time, Punjab, with zero incidents, apparently 
lived up to its commitments. Nonetheless, overall, 
successive federal governments of PML-N and PTI were 
both generally unable to provide an assuring security 
cover to Chinese assets across the country.

Security-related Language in Pak-China 
Joint Statements

A historical examination of joint statements issued by 

15  Syed Fazl-e-Haider, “China Increases Support for Pakistan’s Naval 
Modernisation with an Eye on the Indian Ocean,” The Jamestown 
Foundation, China Brief, Volume 22, Issue 20 (2022), accessed 
at https://jamestown.org/program/china-increases-support-for-
pakistans-naval-modernization-with-an-eye-on-the-indian-ocean/.
16  Silvia Boltuc, “Chinese interests in Iranian ports,” Special Eurasia, 
January 27, 2022, https://www.specialeurasia.com/2022/01/27/
china-iran-port/.

Figure 1 Data compiled by the author from multiple open sources
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a firmly positioned and unchanged CPC leadership and 
two different federal governments in Pakistan (2013-) 
follows: 17 18 19 20 21 22

Examination of the language shows that subsequent to 
the rise in targeted attacks since 2018 (PTI government), 
remarks on the protection of Chinese assets moved 

18  “Joint Statement between the People’s Republic of China and 
the Islamic Republic of Pakistan on ‘Deepening China-Pakistan 
Strategic and Economic Cooperation,’” Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
of the People’s Republic of China, February 19, 2014, https://www.
fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/wjdt_665385/2649_665393/201402/
t20140220_679359.html.
19  “Joint Statement between the People’s Republic of China and 
the Islamic Republic of Pakistan on Strengthening China-Pakistan 
All-Weather Strategic Cooperative Partnership and Building 
Closer China-Pakistan Community of Shared Future in the New 
Era,” Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of 
China, November 4, 2018, https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/
wjdt_665385/2649_665393/201811/t20181104_679546.html.
20  “Joint Statement between the People’s Republic of China and 
the Islamic Republic of Pakistan on Strengthening China-Pakistan 
All-Weather Strategic Cooperative Partnership and Building 
Closer China-Pakistan Community of Shared Future in the New 
Era,” Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of 
China, November 4, 2018, https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/
wjdt_665385/2649_665393/201811/t20181104_679546.html.
21  “Joint Statement between the People’s Republic of China and 
the Islamic Republic of Pakistan,” Ministry of Foreign Affairs of 
the People’s Republic of China, February 6, 2022,  https://www.
fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/wjdt_665385/2649_665393/202202/
t20220206_10639501.html.
22  “Joint Statement between the People’s Republic of China and 
the Islamic Republic of Pakistan,” Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
People’s Republic of China, November 2, 2022, https://www.fmprc.
gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/202211/t20221102_10799288.
html.

Figure 2: Author’s marking of cities where terrorist attacks targeted Chinese assets (2013-)

from mere “commitment” to “determination”, a word 
frequently used by Xi in his different addresses to 
express a firm resolve.

It was further observed that following the nine 
casualties among Chinese citizens and an injury in 
2021, China became more assertive by moving from 
joint “determination” to “strong determination” vis-
à-vis protection. After Shahbaz’s became the Prime 
Minister and a deadly female suicide bombing that killed 
three further Chinese residents (April 2022), Beijing 
doubled down hard and vowed not just to “safeguard”, 
i.e. passively defend, but “counter”, i.e. push back/
proactively defend) Chinese assets and interests with 
Pakistan’s assistance.

Pakistan’s Efforts for the Security of 
Chinese Projects and Citizens

Is Pakistan capable of countering the multi-dimensional 
threats to CPEC in its current fragile situation, i.e. 
recurring political crisis, near-default economy and 
a resurgence of terrorists and insurgents? The more 
pertinent question is, are provincial governments 
serious about supporting the federation in the protection 
of Chinese assets? One ominous case in point is the KP 
Police’s refusal to provide 200 policemen for the security 
of Chinese engineers working on the Havelian-Thakot 
Expressway (CPEC project) due to “strong reservations” 
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Extracts from Pak-China Joint 
Statements

Pakistani Federal 
Leadership

CPC Leadership

05 July 2013: The Chinese side expressed its 
appreciation for the Pakistani side’s efforts to 
safeguard the security of Chinese personnel 
and institutions in Pakistan and create a good 
environment for deepening pragmatic cooperation 
between the two countries.

Prime Minister: Nawaz Sharif 
(PML-N)

President/ General Secretary: 
Xi Jinping

Premier: Li Keqiang

19 February 2014: The Chinese side appreciated 
the Government of Pakistan’s commitment to 
ensuring the safety and security of Chinese 
citizens and investments in Pakistan.

Prime Minister: Nawaz Sharif 
(PML-N)

President/ General Secretary: 
Xi Jinping

Premier: Li Keqiang

04 November 2018: Both sides dismissed the 
growing negative propaganda against CPEC 
and expressed their determination to safeguard 
the CPEC projects from all threats. Pakistan 
recognised the immense contribution of the 
Chinese personnel working on various economic 
projects in Pakistan. The Chinese side expressed 
its appreciation for the measures taken for the 
security of Chinese personnel and projects in 
Pakistan.

Prime Minister: Imran Khan 
(PTI)

President/ General Secretary: 
Xi Jinping

Premier: Li Keqiang

06 February 2022: Both sides expressed their 
strong determination to safeguard CPEC from 
all threats and negative propaganda. Pakistan 
reaffirmed its commitment to making all-out 
efforts for the security of all Chinese personnel, 
projects and institutions in Pakistan, and the 
Chinese side expressed its appreciation for the 
measures taken by Pakistan in this regard.

Prime Minister: Imran Khan 
(PTI)

President/ General Secretary: 
Xi Jinping

Premier: Li Keqiang

02 November 2022: Both sides expressed their 
strong determination to counter all threats 
and designs against CPEC and China-Pakistan 
friendship. Pakistan reaffirmed its commitment 
to the safety and security of all Chinese personnel, 
projects and institutions in Pakistan. The Chinese 
side appreciated Pakistan’s strong determination 
and vigorous measures in this regard.

Prime Minister: Shahbaz Sharif 
(PML-N)

President/ General Secretary: 
Xi Jinping

Premier: Li Keqiang
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by the provincial government of PTI (2016).23

Perhaps the ensuing vacuum prompted the Armed 
Forces to take the initiative with a national layer of 
defence, followed eventually by provincial civil and 
paramilitary authorities:

2016:

• Pakistan Army raised 34th Light Infantry Division 
(Special Security Division or SSD) under a Major 
General for the defence of CPEC projects.24

• Punjab Police instituted Special Protection Unit 
(SPU) for dedicated protection of Chinese persons25. 

• Pakistan Navy established Task Force-88 for the 
coastal security of Gwadar.26

2017:

• Sindh Police restructured Special Protection Units 
(SPUs) to include protection for Chinese persons.27

2019:

• KP Police set up Special Security Unit (SSU) for the 
protection of Chinese persons.28

• Balochistan government merged paramilitary 
Levies with the police to provide security to CPEC 
projects.29

23  Riaz Ahmad, “K-P police decline to provide security for Chinese 
engineers working on CPEC,” The Express Tribune, May 7, 2016, 
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1099105/chinese-engineers-for-
cpec-police-decline-to-provide-personnel-for-security. 
24  Raza Khan, “15,000 troops of Special Security Division to protect 
CPEC projects, Chinese nationals,” Dawn, August 12, 2016, https://
www.dawn.com/news/1277182.
25  “CPEC security: Punjab Police SPU tasked to protect CPEC,” Times 
of Islamabad, September 23, 2016, https://timesofislamabad.
com/23-Sep-2016/cpec-security-punjab-police-spu-tasked-to-
protect-cpec. 
26  “Pakistan Navy’s special ‘Task Force-88’ set up to guard Gwadar 
port’s sea lanes,” Dawn, December 13, 2016, https://www.dawn.
com/news/1302102.
27  Imtiaz Ali, “New security units to be set up in Sindh for Chinese 
working on CPEC projects,” Dawn, October 28, 2017,  https://www.
dawn.com/news/1366711.
28  Javed Aziz Khan, “Special Security Unit activated to protect 
foreigners,” The News, August 9, 2021, https://www.thenews.
com.pk/print/875549-special-security-unit-activated-to-protect-
foreigners. 
29  Saleem Shahid, “Balochistan notifies Levies-police merger, “ The 
News, May 19, 2019, https://www.dawn.com/news/1483197.

Pak-China Bilateral Military Counter-
Terrorism Engagement

Security cooperation between both countries is 
primarily carried out at the strategic levels through 
respective Armed Forces, spearheaded by the Pakistan 
Army. The following table offers a glimpse of the Pak-
China military engagement that focused exclusively on 
counter-terrorism training since the inception of CPEC 
(2013). 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

There was intense counter-terrorism engagement 
between special forces of both countries in 2016 and 
2018, with a considerable gap of two years, i.e. 2019-
2020, likely due to COVID-19.

Outreach by People’s Armed Police of 
China

The PAP is a paramilitary police force which includes 
counter-terrorism in its mandate, apart from internal 
security and riot control. It is distinct from its civilian 
counterpart, the People’s Police, which reports to the 
CPC’s Central Political and Legal Affairs Commission.

The 2015 Counter-Terrorism Law of the People’s 
Republic of China, adopted during the 12th CPC 
Congress, enables the future deployment of PAP 
personnel overseas for counter-terrorism assistance 
through the approval of partner countries. Two articles 
in particular merit attention:

Article 59: Where institutions, personnel or important 
of important facilities of the People’s Republic of China 
that are outside of the mainland territory sustain, 
or might sustain, a terrorist attack, the competent 
State Council departments such as for foreign affairs, 
public security, national security, business, finance, 
supervision and management of state-owned assets, 

30  “Pakistan, China to continue working against terror,” Dawn, 
September 16, 2015, https://www.dawn.com/news/1207284.
31  “COAS praises military drill with China,” Dawn, October 28, 
2016, https://www.dawn.com/news/1292744.
32  “China, Pakistan hold joint anti-terrorism drills,” People’s Daily 
Online, November 7, 2016, http://en.people.cn/n3/2016/1107/
c90000-9138367.html.
33  “Pak-China exercise: ‘Joint experiences improve counter-terror 
skills’,” The Express Tribune, December 9, 2016, https://tribune.
com.pk/story/1258040/pak-china-exercise-joint-experiences-
improve-counter-terror-skills. 
34  “PAK-CHINA SPECIAL FORCES JOINT EXERCISE WARRIOR-V,” 
Pakistan Defence, February 9, 2018, https://defence.pk/pdf/
threads/pak-china-special-forces-joint-exercise-warrior-v.543490/.
35  Li Jiayao,”Chinese, Pakistani armies conduct joint counter-
terrorism training,” China Military Online, January 7, 2019,  http://
eng.chinamil.com.cn/view/2019-01/07/content_9398221.htm.
36  “Pakistan, China joint anti-terrorist exercise concludes,” The 
Express Tribune, October 4, 2021,  https://tribune.com.pk/
story/2323273/pakistan-china-joint-anti-terrorist-exercise-
concludes. 

Month-Year Exercise Participants Focus Areas

September 2015 Warrior-III
Pakistani and Chinese special 
forces

Counter-terrorism operations

October 2016
Youyi-IV 

(Friendship-IV)

Pakistani and Chinese special 
forces

Exchange of experiences of count-
er-terrorism operations and field 
combat

November 2016 - Pakistani and Chinese special 
forces

Armoured vehicle charging, door-to-
door searches, street battles and be-
sieging terrorists in a simulated raid 
on terrorist forces

December 2016 Warrior-IV
Pakistani and Chinese special 
forces

Counter-terrorism operations in rural 
and urban areas

February 2018 Warrior-V
Pakistani and Chinese special 
forces -

December 2018 Warrior-VI
Pakistani and Chinese special 
forces

Multi-dimensional reconnaissance 
and search, three-dimensional ma-
noeuvring deployment and control, 
comprehensive fire assault exercise, 
searching and clearing buildings, air-
ground coordinated attack and joint 
defence and control.

October 2021
Joint Anti-Terrorist 
Exercise (JATE)

Pakistani and Chinese special 
forces (under the SCO umbrel-
la)

Cordon and Search, Compound Clear-
ance, Close Quarter Battle, Rappelling 
from Helicopter, Explosive Handling 
and Medical Evacuation
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tourism, transportation and transport shall promptly 
initiate response plans. Foreign Affairs departments 
under the State Council shall coordinate with relevant 
countries to adopt corresponding measures.37

After the People’s Republic of China organisations, 
personnel, or important facilities based abroad suffer 
a serious terrorist attack, upon discussion and consent 
of the concerned nation, the leading national institution 
for counter-terrorism efforts may organise diplomatic, 
public security, national security, and other such 
departments to appoint staff members to go abroad and 
develop response efforts.38

Article 71: Upon reaching an agreement with relevant 
nations and reporting to the State Council for approval, 
the State Council Public Security Department and 
national security department may assign people to leave 
the country on counter-terrorism missions. The Chinese 
People’s Liberation Army and Chinese People’s armed 
police forces may assign people to leave the country on 
counter-terrorism missions as approved by the central 
37  “Counter-Terrorism Law (as amended in 2018),” China Law 
Translate, December 27, 2015, https://www.chinalawtranslate.
com/en/counter-terrorism-law-2015/.
38  Ibid.

military commission.39

The earliest reported overture toward Pakistan by the 
PAP was in 2016 when unspecified delegates were 
invited to attend the PAP’s inaugural “Great Wall” 
International Forum on Counter Terrorism in Beijing 
with the theme “Counter-Terrorism in Urban Areas”.40 
The following year, PAP was subordinated exclusively 
under the Central Military Commission (CMC) chaired 
by President Xi himself. Before that, it was managed 
by a dual command structure of the CMC and the State 
Council via the Ministry of Public Security.41

In 2018, PAP Commander General Wang Ning visited 
Pakistan for meetings with the Chief of Army Staff, 
General Qamar Javed Bajwa42 and Director General 
39  Ibid.
40  “China’s National Defence in the New Era,” The State Council 
Information Office of the People’s Republic of China, July 2019, 
37, accessed at https://www.ssri-j.com/MediaReport/Document/
ChinaDefenseWhitePaper2019.pdf.
41  Kristin Huang, “China brings People’s Armed Police under control 
of top military chiefs,” South China Morning Post, December 27, 
2017, https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/
article/2125880/china-brings-peoples-armed-police-under-
control-top. 
42  “Chinese police chief calls on General Bajwa,” Dawn, August 13, 
2018, https://www.dawn.com/news/1426796 
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Pakistan Rangers Sindh, Major General Mohammad 
Saeed.43 These meetings were most likely prompted in 
the aftermath of a suicide attack on a bus near Dalbandin 
(Balochistan), which injured multiple people, including 
three Chinese engineers.44

The next year, Pakistan was invited again to attend 
the second iteration of PAP’s “Great Wall” exercise 
(2019).45 However, it was not until the recently-held 
third iteration of the exercise (2022) that Pakistan was 
invited to participate with “military police forces”.46 The 
Pakistan Army’s Corps of Military Police is not mandated 
with counter-terrorism operations since it focuses on 
criminal investigations and traffic management duties; 
what can be safely speculated is that personnel who 
represented Pakistan were quite likely a mix of provincial 
law enforcement authorities.

General Police Engagement between 
Pakistan and China

Punjab Police pioneered multi-dimensional engagement 
with Chinese police authorities, particularly with Jiangsu 
Public Security Department. It started during the Chief 
Ministership of incumbent Prime Minister Shahbaz 
Sharif (October 2017)47 and has received an impetus with 
the recent Memorandum of Understanding between 
Punjab and Jiangsu police during PTI’s headship of 
Punjab (September 2022).48

Training in Mandarin (Chinese) language also began 
under Shahbaz’s Chief Ministership of Punjab (November 
2017) and continues under his party’s, i.e. the PML-N 
coalition government of PDM in the Islamabad Capital 

43  Parvez Jabri, “Chinese Commander of Peoples Armed Police 
meets Sindh Rangers DG,” Business Recorder, August 16, 2018, 
https://www.brecorder.com/news/434172/.
44  Mohammad Zafar, “Six injured in suicide attack on bus carrying 
Chinese engineers in Dalbandin,” The Express Tribune, August 11, 
2018, https://tribune.com.pk/story/1778389/least-six-injured-
balochistan-suicide-attack. 
45  “Counter-terrorism forum acclaimed by worldwide participants,” 
People’s Daily, June 22, 2019, http://en.people.cn/n3/2019/0622/
c90000-9590593.html.
46  Chen Zhuo, “Int’l counter-terrorism forum ‘Great Wall-2022’ to 
be held in Beijing,” China Military Online, August 25, 2022, http://
eng.mod.gov.cn/news/2022-08/25/content_4919355.htm.
47  “SPU Team Returns After Attending Training Course in China,” 
Punjab Police, October 6, 2017, https://punjabpolice.gov.pk/
node/5520.
48  “MoU signed with Chinese police for training to Punjab police, 
says IGP,” The Nation, September 13, 2022, https://www.nation.
com.pk/13-Sep-2022/mou-signed-with-chinese-police-for-
training-to-punjab-police-says-igp. 

Territory (September 2022; October 2022).49 It was 
during reports of recent interactions that the deputation 
of a Police Counsellor in the Chinese Embassy (Li 
Qingchuan) was disclosed.

After the deadly April 2022 suicide bombing in Karachi, 
Chinese diplomatic and security authorities pushed overt 
engagement with multiple stakeholders in Pakistan. 
China’s data analysis reportedly helped local authorities 
zero in on the coordinator of the attack.50 There was a 
flurry of interactions with the Federal Interior Minister, 
Rana Sana Ullah (May 2022) and the Government of 
Sindh, including Chief Minister Syed Murad Ali Shah 
and multiple senior leaders of Sindh Police (May 2022) 
(July 2022).51

An important outcome of meeting with the Federal 
Interior Minister was the setting up of a Foreign 
National Security Desk for effective liaison with security 
personnel of foreigners within the Federal Interior 
Ministry and the establishment of a District Foreign 
Security Cell (DFSC) by ICT Police to protect Chinese 
citizens.52

Assessment

A comprehensive analysis of Pak-China security 
engagement since the inception of CPEC (2013) reveals 
multiple fault lines. Primarily, political regimes in 
the federation have not made concerted efforts to 
keep aside party politics and rivalries to cooperate in 
protecting strategic investments which can yield long-
term economic dividends for all stakeholders. Secondly, 
unstable Civil-Military Relations erode mutual trust 
and harmony, which are necessary to focus on security 
49  “30 SPU personnel learn Chinese language,” Dawn, November 
22, 2017, https://www.dawn.com/news/1372041; Mariam 
Raheem, “3rd BRI Chinese language training course for police in 
Islamabad inaugurated,” Gwadar Pro, September 24, 2022, https://
www.gwadarpro.pk/1573643968188350465/3rd-bri-chinese-
language-training-course-for-police-in-islamabad-inaugurated; 
Israr Ahmad, “Chinese language course concludes at Police Line,” 
The Nation, October 21, 2022, https://www.nation.com.pk/21-
Oct-2022/chinese-language-course-concludes-at-police-line.
50  Asif Shahzad and Syed Raza Hassan, “Alarmed by suicide attack, 
China and Pakistan work together on probe,” Reuters, October 31, 
2022, https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/alarmed-by-
suicide-attack-china-pakistan-join-hands-probe-2022-10-31/.
51  “Chinese External Security Counselor calls on Rana Sana Ullah,” 
Daily Times, May 18, 2022, https://dailytimes.com.pk/937030/
chinese-external-security-counselor-calls-on-rana-sana-ullah/; 
“Chinese security delegation discussed Chinese nationals security 
plan with Sindh govt,” Daily Times, May 21, 2022, https://
dailytimes.com.pk/938857/chinese-security-delegation-discussed-
chinese-nationals-security-plan-with-sindh-govt/; “Murad, Chinese 
delegates review security, probe into KU attack case,” Daily Times, 
July 4, 2022, https://www.pakistantoday.com.pk/2022/07/04/
murad-chinese-delegates-review-security-probe-into-ku-attack-
case/.
52  “Chinese External Security Counselor calls on Rana Sana Ullah,” 
Daily Times, May 18, 2022, https://dailytimes.com.pk/937030/
chinese-external-security-counselor-calls-on-rana-sana-ullah/; 
Munawer Azeem, “Capital police’s Special Branch to audit security 
arrangements of foreigners,” Dawn, June 6, 2022, https://www.
dawn.com/news/1693301.
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responsibilities. Thirdly, and most importantly, the lack 
of transparency around CPEC investments by politicians 
and bureaucrats itself generates ambiguity around the 
salience of the project; as a consequence, discussions 
around CPEC at a national level are confined to rhetoric 
and gibberish.

From a strict security perspective, data shows that the 
two Armed Forces of Pakistan, the Army and the Navy, 
have managed to effectively shield against threats to 
CPEC in their defined jurisdictions. Thorough attention 
is required to strengthen the preparedness of civilian 
law enforcement and paramilitary authorities handling 
counter-terrorism operations. Pakistan Army has taken 
the lead in training multiple batches of police cadres, but 
the process needs to move beyond simple “manpower 
training” towards an intelligence-led approach. The 
non-availability of real-time analytical and trend reports 
covering location-based risks will continue to haunt 
Chinese projects and persons within Pakistan.

Notwithstanding regular expressions of support to 
Pakistan, it is evident that the CPC is gradually growing 
impatient with failing to ensure the safety and security 
of Chinese assets on Pakistani soil. Coupled with the 
barrage of negative propaganda by inimical forces, 
China’s ruthlessly pragmatic leadership might one day 
find it very difficult to consider further investments in 
CPEC through private and also state-owned enterprises. 
Beijing will not hesitate to help Islamabad out of a 
financial abyss, but for that, it needs to see a sustained 
political-security framework of engagement. 

The fact that Chinese counter-terrorism officials had 
to intervene for timely and accurate investigations 
is enough evidence of their disappointment with 
Pakistan. The country cannot afford continued political 
antagonism and a national security architecture that 
is practically without a central coordinator; it is quite 
telling that the National Counter Terrorism Authority 
(NACTA) was apparently dormant and has only recently 
been “reactivated” following pressure from China.53

53  Mian Abrar, “NSC decides to form federal apex committee, 
revive NACTA to ensure law, order in across country,” Pakistan 
Today, October 14, 2022, https://www.pakistantoday.com.
pk/2022/10/14/nsc-decides-to-form-federal-apex-committee-
revive-nacta-to-ensure-law-order-in-across-country/.

Policy Recommendations

Political Spectrum: 

• Differences of opinion among provinces and the 
federation need to be curtailed through a whole-of-
nation approach under the synergistic banner of “all 
for one and one for all”. The situation will continue 
to pile up strategic consequences for Pakistan unless 
mainstream parties like the PML-N, PPP, PTI and 
others mutually agree to keep strategic investments 
by China above party politics.

Security Spectrum: 

• Intelligence: Unless it already exists, an intelligence 
fusion cell focusing on foreign strategic investments, 
such as CPEC, should be set up in NACTA that 
combines Human Intelligence (HUMINT) and 
Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) feeds from law 
enforcement agencies and defence institution 
scattered across the federal capital, provinces and 
territories. Moreover, these feeds can be massively 
complemented through Open Source Intelligence 
(OSINT). The integrated intelligence products 
should serve to provide trends about the past 
incident and help to pre-empt potential threats 
lurking in short to long terms. 

• Operations: Ideally, in view of a feared resurgence 
by terrorist and insurgent groups, the Armed Forces 
should not be burdened with major responsibilities 
around the security of CPEC projects and the safety 
of Chinese persons. Both the security and safety of 
non-military aspects of CPEC should be entrusted to 
provincial law enforcement authorities. Respective 
Home Departments will need to synthesise their 
coordination with the federation and receive timely 
resources necessary to perform their duties. In 
cyberspace, the federal government’s Information & 
Broadcasting Ministry should be tasked with round-
the-clock social media campaigns that counter 
negative propaganda and disinformation around 
CPEC.
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Diplomatic Spectrum: 

• Over the past few years, the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs (MoFA) has demonstrated high-quality 
strategic communications. Misleading reports 
pertaining to the security of CPEC and Chinese 
persons should be clarified by information officers 

working on overseas missions.

Socio-Cultural Spectrum: 

• The present practice of Mandarin language training 
for personnel is appreciable but should include 
senior authorities or full-time staff interpreters to 
ensure that Pakistan’s perspective, clarifications, 
and concerns are properly communicated and a 
healthier engagement can be achieved with Chinese 
businesses. This practice should flow top-down 
within key ministries/ organisations involved in 
CPEC. 


